
Blog training



Digital footprint



Digital footprint
What you post online can have a far and long-lasting reach

It can be hard to fully delete all traces of something you regret posting

You want to produce blogs that you are proud of and that present you 
in the best possible light 

The same applies to all social media – you are presenting an image of 
yourself which is easily traceable; you need to make sure it is an 
image of yourself that you want people to see

Private stories should be kept private i.e. emails or letters and consider 
your Facebook settings



What makes a good post?

Who are the audience for the blog? Will the content be interesting for 
them?

Is the tone and language appropriate to the audience?

Is the article well-written? Is the spelling, punctuation and grammar 
correct?

What do you think of the length? Is it too short to be informative? Does it 
drag on?

Do the pictures illustrate the story being told?



What makes a good post?

What representation of YOU is the post giving?

What representation of LLGT is the post giving?

What would your hosts, parents of children you are working 
with, staff at the school/project or anyone else in-country 
think if they saw your post?



What makes a good post?

How could the teacher use the content of this post with 
the class?



Examples of bad blogs









Arrived back in Glasgow after a week in Greece with my friends and 
all I wanted to do was sleep, but I have about a million and one things 
to do. Passport photos, finding out my blood type (because my own 
mother didn’t know), packing my bag with a year worth of clothes, 
and anyone who knows me will know that I have enough clothes to 
dress the nation, so choosing what to take was just another battle. I 
only had 30kg suitcase allowance and a 7kg hand luggage allowance, 
which might seem a lot but not for your average shopaholic. I also 
had to go change about £500 into Chinese yuan, where the woman 
proceeded to tell me that there is scam happening right now around 
china where taxi drivers and taking your money and swapping it for a 
fake note and give you it back saying, its fake. I also had to say good 
bye to all my friends, lucky a boy in my year was having a party so I 
could say goodbye all at the one time, which made it a lot easier. My 
mum also had a lovely idea to invite all my family over for a goodbye 
party, which I could not stop crying at, when they would give me good 
luck cards I would just ball. 



Examples of good blogs

How could a teacher use my post with learners?













Part of settling in means making friends, living in the international students dorms means you 
meet tonnes of people from tonnes of different countries. Being from Scotland has proven to be 
quite intriguing to all the other international students here, mostly because the majority of them 
haven't heard of it before! I have made a list of all the countries my new friends are from, you can 
try to match them with the English translation.







https://vimeo.com/253126497


Use of images (photos and video)

ALWAYS get permission before publishing a photo of 
someone online (except for crowd shots in public 
places). 

Images of minors: Ideally permission from parent or 
guardian, if not at least from school or project host.

Schools have rules of publishing images of their children 
– everyone should check when they arrive. 



Being safety conscious

Contact with partner school and pupils should only be 
made through the teacher

Do not give out your email address or contact details to 
the pupils

Do not accept any friend requests from pupils on 
Facebook or other social networking sites – pupils 
should be told this too

This protects everyone! It’s ok to say no to a request



Blogging tools



Using the SCILT blog
• Blog on SCILT website for each student taking part in 

LLGT
• Username and password provided
• Teachers able to post comments directly onto your 

blog
• We facilitate communication by sending reminders 

and notifications to teacher
• Updates on the LLGT Facebook group







Happy blogging!

bit.ly/LLGT_SCILT
scilt@strath.ac.uk

bit.ly/CISS_blogs
ciss-info@strath.ac.uk

http://bit.ly/LLGT_SCILT
mailto:scilt@strath.ac.uk
http://bit.ly/CISS_blogs
mailto:ciss-info@strath.ac.uk
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